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Wednesday,  April 23, 2014
8:00 p.m. Kulas Hall

DANIIL TRIFONOV, piano
with

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF MUSIC ORCHESTRA
JOEL SMIRNOFF, conductor

The Enchanted Lake, Op. 62 Anatoly Liadov 
 (1855-1914)

Magyar képek (Hungarian Sketches), BB103 Béla Bartók
 An Evening in the Village (Este a székelyeknél)               (1881-1945)
 Bear Dance (Medvetánc)
 Melody (Melódia)
 Slightly Tipsy (Kicsit ázottan)
 Swineherd’s Dance (Ürögi kanásztánc)

Polacca from The Sleeping Beauty, Op. 66 Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky
 (1840-1893)

INTERMISSION

Piano Concerto in E-flat minor (2014) Daniil Trifonov
 Andante – Allegro non troppo   (b. 1991)
 Andante
 Allegro vivace

Dear Music Lover,

Welcome to an important and historic occasion at the Cleveland Institute of Music! 
Tonight, April 23, 2014, international piano sensation and CIM student Daniil Trifonov 
premieres his first concerto for piano and orchestra with the Cleveland Institute of 
Music Orchestra. 

CIM commissioned Trifonov’s Piano Concerto in E-flat minor as a cornerstone of its 
Year of the Composer/Virtuoso. This World Premiere and CIM’s new program for the 
composer/virtuoso revive the tradition of the composer/virtuoso and celebrate such 
writers as Rachmaninoff, Shostakovich and Bernstein, who spent their lives performing 
their own works, creating repertoire based on the essential connection between 
performer and audience—wedded to a love and respect for the culture of community.  
CIM’s own Victor Babin, Beryl Rubinstein, Marcel Dick and Arthur Loesser were such 
artist/composers and our hope is that the conservatory can be the birthplace for a great 
repertoire for the 21st century.

Tonight will be a night to remember for all our lives.  I thank you for being here, supporting 
scholarships for our students and enjoying and savoring the occasion together with them.

Gratefully,

Joel Smirnoff 
President, Cleveland Institute of Music
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This evening’s performance is being filmed and portions may be used in a documentary film release.  
Please be aware that your image may appear in the film.
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Welcome

Welcome to Kulas Hall and the final performance of the season for the Cleveland 
Institute of Music Orchestra.  We are delighted you have joined us for this historic and 
exciting evening as we witness the world premiere of Daniil Trifonov’s Piano Concerto 
in E-flat minor.

Daniil and his fellow students on the stage are all beneficiaries of your generosity.  
Proceeds of tonight’s benefit concert will go to the general scholarship fund at CIM.  
Scholarship support is a key factor influencing many students’ decisions to attend CIM. 
Your gifts help bring these talented young musicians from around the world to share 
their music with us and the greater Cleveland community.

Thank you for supporting our students!

With best wishes, 
Sue and Charley Marston, co-chairs

Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Marston, co-chairs

Gay Cull Addicott

Eric (MM’82) and Karen Bower

Kathyrn Brown (AD’93)

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred J. Buescher, Jr.

Ann and Hugh Calkins

Thomas W. Coffey and Melodie Grable

Janet S. Curry and Richard E. Rodda

Mathew and Lise deConingh

Mr. and Mrs. David B. Deioma

Barbara and Jérôme Gratry

Dr. Marshall (BM’75, MM’77) and  
 Anne Griffith

Mrs. William J. Harper

Eleanor Maxine Hayes

John A. Hellman

Liz Huff (BM’98, MM’99)

Chris and Mary Swift

Ms. Rose Wong and Mr. Bernard Lee

Orchestra Roster

FIRST VIOLIN 
Victor Beyens,            
 concertmaster 
Molly Werts 
Michael Duffett 
Justin Woo 
Patrick Yim 
Justine Lamb-Budge 
Paul Kim 
Brian Allen 
Fahad Awan 
Pablo Griggio 
Cristian Zimmerman 
Sylvia Wehrs 
Eun-Song Koh 
Christine Wu 

SEcOND VIOLIN 
Dylan Kennedy, principal  
Colin Laursen 
Minhye Helena Choi 
Hsu Chen Chang 
Kyung Ah Oh 
Sung Liang 
Ruben Rengel Cardona 
Stefanie Schore 
Hanna Cooper 
Christine Binzel 
Kevin Tomkins 
Mikhail Vayman 

VIOLa 
Jossalyn Jensen, principal 
Jarrett Threadgill 
Rainey Weber 
Michael Schneider 
Spencer Ingersoll 
Hollie Dzierzanowski 
Andrew Stock 
Geneva Claflin 
Jordyn Woodhams 
Audrey Alessi 

cELLO 
Kenji Sasaki, principal 
Eric Graf 
Roberto Arundale 
Seohee Choi 
David Olson 
Hye Eun Park 
Nathan Watts 
Grace Sommer 
Fedor Amosov 
Zoë Moskalew 

DOubLE baSS 
Brycen Ingersoll 
 principal 
Russell Thompson 
Albert Daschle 
Adam Attard 
Evan Gerber 

FLuTE
Hyunji Kim 
Diondre McKinney*#+^
Marissa Plank

PIccOLO 
Marissa Plank

ObOE 
Tamer Edlebi*#
Claire Kostic+^

ENgLISh hORN
Gretchen Myers 

cLaRINET 
Benjamin Chen*#+^ 
Xu Li 
Hyun Jeong Yun

baSS cLaRINET 
Xu Li 

baSSOON 
Vincent Disantis 
Nicholas Nelson*#+^

cONTRa baSSOON 
Vincent Disantis 

hORN 
Emily Schaefer+^
Samuel Hartman*# 
Alexander Rise
Kevin Winter

TRuMPET 
Ryan Columbare*#+^ 
Austin Williams 

cORNET
Dominic Favia+
Sara Huebner

TROMbONE 
Sebastian Bell
Martin Gelwasser#+^
Zachary Whitney 

Tuba 
Wiley Greene#+

TIMPaNI 
James Ritchie 

PERcuSSION 
Meagan Gillis 
Andrea Tafelski
Nathan Tingler 

haRP 
Rachel Hall 

cELESTE
Juan Avila

*principal on Liadov
#principal on Bartók
+principal on Tchaikovsky
^principal on Trifonov

Benefit Committee
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the Austrian Salzkammergut. When he arrived at Mondsee, however, he found that the 
arrangements had been poorly made and only one of his eight promised students had 
matriculated. A few other pupils appeared during the first week, but his teaching occupied 
only about eight hours a week, and the pay was good (“today, with beautiful punctuality, 
they gave me a check for 496 Austrian schillings,” he reported in a letter to his mother), 
so he felt free to spend some time on his own work. The resulting composition was a 
delightful suite of five of his early, folk-influenced piano pieces arranged for orchestra—
the Hungarian Sketches. He thought that such a piece, in a more popular idiom than 
most of his recent works, would find a ready audience and many performances; he 
even admitted writing the Sketches “on account of money,” though this statement does 
nothing to diminish this music’s charm, ingenuity or mastery of idiom.
The first of the Hungarian Sketches “Evening in the Village,” based on one of the Ten Easy 
Pieces of 1908, is a nostalgic little song with a recurring refrain first played by the clarinet. 
The suitably gruff and ponderous “Bear Dance” is from the same set of piano pieces. 
“Melody” (the second of the Four Dirges from 1909) is a plaintive strain initiated by the 
strings before being taken over by the woodwinds. “Slightly Tipsy,” from the 1911 “Three 
Burlesques,” is a vivid picture of a dipsomaniacal promenade. The closing “Swineherds 
Dance” (one of the series For Children from 1908-1909) is fast and festive.

Polacca from The Sleeping beauty, Op. 66  Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-1893)
Composed in 1888-1889. Premiered on January 14, 1890 in St. Petersburg, conducted by Riccardo Drigo.
The Prologue of The Sleeping Beauty is set in the gilded palace of King Florestan XXIV, 
where a brilliant celebration is being held to mark the christening of the Princess Aurora 
the following day. Suddenly Carabosse, the wicked fairy, appears. Incensed that she has 
not been invited, she pronounces a curse upon the babe: Aurora is to grow ever more 
beautiful until, in the prime of her youth, she will prick her finger and die. The Lilac Fairy, 
standing beside the cradle, promises that she will not die but will instead fall into a 
profound sleep from which she may be awakened only by a kiss from a king’s son.
Sixteen years later (Act I), Aurora’s birthday is celebrated by the townspeople and 
by four foreign princes who have come to seek her hand in marriage. Aurora dances 
with each of the princes, but then turns to an old woman who hands her a spindle 
wrapped with brightly colored twine. Aurora pricks her finger on it and falls lifeless. The 
old woman reveals herself as Carabosse before she vanishes in a burst of flame. The 
Lilac Fairy appears and fulfills her promise. An enchanted forest engulfs the castle and 
the sleeping Princess.
A hundred years pass before Act II begins. Young Prince Charming enters the enchanted 
wood with a hunting party. The Lilac Fairy appears and conjures a vision of Aurora. The 
Prince begs the Lilac Fairy to lead him to Aurora. He kisses her and she awakens. The 
wicked spell is broken.
For Act III, King Florestan and his entire court awaken from their trance to celebrate 
the wedding of Aurora and Prince Charming.  As entertainment, several stories from 
Perrault’s Mother Goose are presented, including “Cinderella,” “Puss-in-Boots,” “The 
Bluebird and the Enchanted Princess” and “Little Red Riding Hood.” The Lilac Fairy 
appears once again to bless the lovers.
The brilliant Polacca introduces the characters from Mother Goose in Act III.
©2014 Dr. Richard E. Rodda

Notes on the Program 
DR. RICHARD E. RODDA

The Enchanted Lake, Op. 62 anatoly Liadov (1855-1914)
Composed 1905-1909. Premiered on February 21, 1909 in St. Petersburg.
Anatoly Liadov, one of the most important figures in Russian music during the generation 
between Tchaikovsky and Stravinsky, was the son of a conductor at St. Petersburg’s 
Maryinsky Theater and the grandson of the director of that city’s Philharmonic Society. 
His first music lessons were with his father, and in 1870 he entered the St. Petersburg 
Conservatory, where he studied piano, violin, counterpoint and composition. Liadov 
was admitted to the composition class of Rimsky-Korsakov, who spoke highly of his 
new pupil’s ability, but he was soon ejected for absenteeism. Liadov was allowed to re-
enter the Conservatory early in 1878, and showed such skill in taking the graduation 
examinations that he was hired that same year by the school as an instructor of 
elementary theory. He proved to be a brilliant teacher, counting Prokofiev, Miaskovsky, 
Asafiev and other notable Russian composers among his students, and remained on the 
school’s faculty until his death in 1914. Liadov also garnered a reputation as a conductor 
and champion of Russian music, assuming direction of the Imperial Russian Music Society 
concerts during the 1890s. In 1897, he undertook a journey to collect folk music for the 
Imperial Geographical Society, and published his findings as some 120 songs arranged 
for voice and piano.
Liadov was shy, diffident and short on self-confidence, but the personal characteristic 
that bore most directly on his music was his monumental indolence, often attributed 
to his dreamy, other-worldly nature. Around 1880, he told friends he had begun an 
opera with the provisional title Zorushkya, but during the remaining 35 years of his life, 
he managed to finish for it only two instrumental miniatures —The Enchanted Lake and 
Kikimora. The subject on which Liadov proposed to write his endlessly gestating opera 
grew from the legendary tale “Kikimora” by the folklorist Ivan Sakharoff. “The phantom 
Kikimora,” the composer noted, “is brought up by a sorceress in the mountains. In his 
youth, he is beguiled, from early morn to late at night, by the tales of foreign lands 
told by the sorceress’ Magic Cat. From night to dawn, Kikimora is rocked in a crystal 
cradle. In just seven years, the phantom grows to maturity. Shiny and black, its head is as 
small as a thimble, and its body as thin as a straw. Kikimora makes all manner of noises 
from morning to night, and whistles and hisses from early evening to midnight. Then the 
phantom spins till daylight; spins and stores up evil in its mind against all mankind.” Liadov 
wrote a miniature tone poem inspired by (and titled after) Kikimora that he intended 
to use in the opera, and also spent time dabbling with a libretto, in which the dark land 
of the phantom would meet the realms of three other figures  —the House Spirit, the 
Wood Spirit and the Water Spirit—at a crossroads near an enchanted lake. The scenario 
for Zorushkya never got any farther than these vague ideas, but Liadov did complete a 
luminous musical depiction of The Enchanted Lake that evokes the light shimmering on 
the water’s surface and the rippling motions of ebullient nymphs playing in its depths.

Magyar képek (hungarian Sketches), bb103 béla bartók (1881-1945)
Composed in 1908-1911; orchestrated in 1931. Premiered in Budapest in 1934.
In the summer of 1931, Bartók accepted an offer to teach at a summer music school 
for Austrian and American students in the resort village of Mondsee, near Salzburg in 
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Daniil Trifonov
Moments before Daniil Trifonov performs, profound silence invariably takes possession 
of his audience. Its intensity depends not on concert hall convention; rather, it arises 
naturally from the Russian pianist’s power to transcend the mundane and communicate 
music’s timeless capacity to bind communities together. Out of that silence comes a rare 
kind of music-making. “What he does with his hands is technically incredible,” observed 
one commentator shortly after Mr. Trifonov’s triumph in the final of the International 
Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow in 2011. “It’s also his touch—he has tenderness 
and also the demonic element. I never heard anything like that.” That view was expressed 
not by a professional critic but by one of the world’s greatest pianists, Martha Argerich. 
She concluded that her young colleague was in possession of “everything and more,” an 
opinion that has since been boldly underlined in print, online and over the airwaves by 
a succession of previewers and reviewers. The Washington Post wrote of the “visceral 
experience” of hearing his playing; the Süddeutsche Zeitung, meanwhile, described his 
debut concert at last year’s Verbier Festival as “a real culture shock,” such was its blend of 
poetic insight, wit, nuance and inventive brilliance.

In February 2013, Deutsche Grammophon announced the signing of an exclusive 
recording agreement with Mr. Trifonov. His debut recital for the yellow label, recorded 
live at Carnegie Hall, combines Liszt’s formidable Sonata in B minor, Scriabin’s Sonata 
No. 2 in G-sharp minor, Op. 19, the “Sonata-Fantasy,” and Chopin’s 24 Preludes, Op. 28. 
Future plans include concerto albums and further recital recordings. 

Since winning the Tchaikovsky Competition, Mr. Trifonov’s list of credits include debut 
recitals at Carnegie Hall, Wigmore Hall, the Berlin Philharmonie, London’s Queen Elizabeth 
Hall, the Auditorium du Louvre in Paris, Tokyo’s Opera City, the Zurich Tonhalle and a 
host of other leading venues. He has also appeared with the Vienna Philharmonic, the 

London Symphony Orchestra, the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, the Philharmonia, 
the Mariinsky Orchestra, the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra, the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, the Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio 
France, the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra and The Cleveland Orchestra. Forthcoming 
debuts include concerto performances with the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, 
the Philadelphia Orchestra, the San Francisco Symphony and the Moscow Philharmonic.

For all the demands of his busy performance schedule, Mr. Trifonov continues to study 
at the Cleveland Institute of Music, where he earned his Artist Certificate in 2013, with 
Sergei Babayan and also studies composition with Keith Fitch. 

Mr. Trifonov was born in Nizhny Novgorod on March 5, 1991. The old system of Soviet 
communism had been dissolved by the time his parents, both of them professional 
musicians, celebrated their son’s first birthday. For all the social and economic upheavals 
of the time, the Trifonovs recognized their son’s prodigious musical talents and supported 
his formal training. He gave his first performance with orchestra at the age of eight, an 
occasion etched in the soloist’s memory by the loss of one of his baby teeth midway 
through the concert. 

Physical injury (a broken arm at age 13) focused his young mind on what making music 
meant to him. It also heightened his emotional connection to the piano and its repertoire. 
Scriabin’s impassioned music—mystical, transcendent and technically demanding—
became a near-obsession of Mr. Trifonov’s early teens. The composer’s harmonic language 
and vibrant tone colors touched the aspiring performer’s soul and inspired him to enter 
Moscow’s Fourth International Scriabin Competition, where the 17-year-old secured 
fifth prize. Inspiration also flowed from his study of historic recordings of great pianists, 
which he borrowed from his teacher Tatiana Zelikman at Moscow’s famous Gnessin 
School of Music. 

Mr. Trifonov himself became an inspiration in the summer of 2011. He began by winning 
the 13th Arthur Rubinstein International Piano Master Competition in Tel-Aviv before 
returning home to secure first prize, the Gold Medal, and Grand Prix at the XIV 
International Tchaikovsky Competition. Trifonov also won the Audience Award and the 
Award for the best performance of a Mozart concerto. His work was already known to 
influential critics and concert promoters thanks to his appearance a year earlier at the 
prestigious International Chopin Piano Competition in Warsaw. The media’s broad and 
deep response to his Moscow victory guaranteed that the whole world knew about the 
20-year-old Russian. “Mr. Trifonov has scintillating technique and a virtuosic flair,” noted 
the New York Times. “He is also a thoughtful artist . . . [who] can play with soft-spoken 
delicacy, not what you associate with competition conquerors.” At the beginning of 2012, 
cultural commentator Norman Lebrecht heralded the young man’s meteoric progress 
and neatly described him as “A pianist for the rest of our lives.”
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Joel Smirnoff

Conductor, violinist and eminent pedagogue Joel 
Smirnoff, a native of New York City, joined the Cleveland 
Institute of Music as president in 2008 and holds the 
Mary Elizabeth Callahan President’s Chair. A long-time 
member of the Juilliard String Quartet, Mr. Smirnoff 
joined the ensemble in 1986 and performed on four 
continents with the group for 23 years, as second violin 
until 1997, then as first violin until 2008. 

Encouraged by Seiji Ozawa to “take up the baton,”  
Mr. Smirnoff developed into a highly acclaimed 
conductor with an impressive and wide-ranging 
repertoire. In the summer of 2000, he made his official 
American conducting debut with the San Francisco 
Symphony, conducting an all-Tchaikovsky program. Engagements quickly followed with 
the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, the Phoenix Symphony, the Louisiana Symphony, the 
Chicago Philharmonic, the New World Symphony among others. In Europe, Mr. Smirnoff 
has led the Norwegian Chamber Orchestra and the Basel Sinfonietta in a European tour 
with Charles Rosen as soloist in the Elliott Carter Piano Concerto.

Mr. Smirnoff was the second-prize winner of the International American Music 
Competition for Violin in 1983 sponsored by Carnegie Hall and the Rockefeller 
Foundation and subsequently was awarded debuts at Carnegie Hall on its Emerging 
Artists series and at Town Hall on its Midtown Masters series.

In the summer of 1997, Mr. Smirnoff was featured soloist at Tanglewood in a concert 
dedicated to the memory of the violinist Louis Krasner, performing the Berg Violin 
Concerto in a performance conducted by Bernard Haitink.

2011 brought Mr. Smirnoff the Lifetime Grammy Award for his recorded work with 
the Juilliard String Quartet and an Alumni Professional Achievement Award from the 
University of Chicago, his alma mater. Mr. Smirnoff has served more than once on both 
the juries of the Naumburg and Indianapolis Violin Competitions.

Mr. Smirnoff also plays jazz. His solos were featured on the Grammy award-winning 
CD Tony Bennett Sings Ellington Hot and Cool and he has also been guest soloist  
with Gunther Schuller and the American Jazz Orchestra, and the Billy Taylor Trio. 

Mr. Smirnoff was born into an eminent New York musical family. His mother sang  
with the Jack Teagarden Band under the stage name of Judy Marshall and his father,  
Zelly Smirnoff, played in the NBC Symphony under Toscanini and was second violinist  
of the Stuyvesant String Quartet. Mr. Smirnoff is married to the eminent concert violinist,  
Joan Kwuon.

Our specialists understand the non-profit industry, so they can provide 
the expertise and insights to enhance your organization’s mission.

To learn how we can help your organization, contact Dave Andrews  
at 216.523.1900, or go to www.mcgladrey.com.

Power comes from
being understood.®

MCG-0314TB

Scholarships Make a Difference

Every spring hundreds of extraordinary music students receive their most anticipated 
piece of mail: acceptance letters from the Cleveland Institute of Music. They are chosen 
from a pool of 1,000 applications, joined more than 700 students who auditioned for 
CIM faculty and are now on the verge of living their dream of attending one of the most 
prestigious music conservatories in the country. 

For many of these students a guarantee of scholarship support is the most important 
factor in taking the next step—choosing to enroll at CIM.  Nearly 98% of current  
CIM students receive some type of assistance and nearly 50% consider that support  
as a key reason for saying yes to CIM. 

Donating to CIM’s Annual Fund helps CIM remain competitive through our offers 
of scholarship to this next generation of classical musicians. Make it possible for 
more amazing young artists to attend CIM. Go to cim.edu/donate and make  
your contribution by June 30, 2014.
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SILVER SPONSOR
McGladrey 

bRONzE SPONSOR 
Materion

VIRTuOSO 
Gay and Edward Addicott
Carl E. Baldassarre, Sr.
Petra Bober
Eric and Karen Bower
Ann and Hugh Calkins
Mrs. David Deioma
Deloitte
Deane A. and John D. Gilliam
Barbara and Jérôme Gratry
Mrs. William J. Harper
Gwen and Rob Kanastab
Joan Kwuon and Joel Smirnoff
Barbara and Mal Mixon
Priscilla and David Moore
Marjorie and Bert Moyar
Art of Beauty Co.
Barbara S. Robinson
Karin Stone

MaESTRO
A. Chace Anderson
Lynne M. Bajec
Cynthia Bassett
Charles and Julia Bolton
Peter and Ellie Brodhead
Stephen and Lesley Brown

Ann and Al Buescher
Robert Conrad
Janet S. Curry and Richard E. Rodda
Mathew and Lise deConingh
Judith A. Evans MD
Sally Good
Dr. Marshall (BM ’75, MM ’77)  
 and Anne Griffith
Iris and Tom Harvie
John A. Hellman
Marguerite B. Humphrey
Douglas and Jane Kern
Ingrid Lantner
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Marston
George and Carole Morris
Ninna Pettersson
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Pogue
Clara T. Rankin
Elliott and Gail Schlang
Holly Selvaggi and Clark Harvey
Marv and Judy Solganik
Doris Sopher
Chris and Mary Swift
Joe and Ellen Thomas

cONTRIbuTORS
Elaine Bolasny
Clara T. Rankin
Dinkar Rao
Astri Seidenfeld
Patricia Wischan-Rosen

Event Recognition (as of March 15, 2014)
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Get to know CIM
Founded in 1920, the Cleveland Institute of Music (CIM) is one of eight independent music 
conservatories in the country and is known for superior orchestral, chamber, composition 
and opera music programs at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.

The vision for CIM is to be the center for the education of the complete musician of  
the 21st century. Our world-renowned faculty, which includes all of the principals of  
The Cleveland Orchestra, are practicing musicians who perform internationally.  

Conservatory alumni play important musical roles as composers producing meaningful 
new repertoire, as eminent instrumental and vocal soloists, as world-renowned chamber 
musicians and as members of premier orchestras around the globe.

CIM’s Preparatory and Continuing Education division offers an outlet for music creativity 
and exploration to more than 1,300 students of all ages. Annually, CIM presents more  
than 400 music events for the Northeast Ohio community, many are free of charge.

INFORMATION FOR PATRONS
CIM Box Office: 216.795.3211

cIM presents most concerts at no 
charge:  Seating is generally on a first-come, first-
served basis. Events in Mixon Hall may require free 
seating passes. 

Doors Open: Concert halls open 30 minutes 
before the concert is scheduled to begin.

Concert Start Times: Out of respect to 
performers and patrons, latecomers are admitted 
at the discretion of the House Manager while a 
performance is in progress. 

Camera Recording Policy: The use of cameras  
(with or without flash) and recording devices 
is strictly prohibited without the express prior 
written consent of the Concerts & Events Office. 

Permissions: Performances are recorded by CIM 
Recording Services. By attending a performance, 
patrons grant CIM the use of their image, likeness, 
name, voice or comments in any broadcast, 
photography, audio and video recordings. 

Be Courteous: Please reduce the volume 
on hearing aids, turn off cell phones and other  
noise making devices that may detract from the 
performance. Infrared Assisted Listening Devices 
are available for performances in Mixon Hall. 

Groups Welcome: Please call the Concerts 
& Events Office at 216.791.5000, ext. 712 
Monday through Friday from 9am – 3pm to make 

arrangements. Due to limited seating in Mixon Hall, 
group reservations may not be accommodated. 

Subject to Change: All programs are subject to 
change without notice. In the event of a cancellation, 
attempts will be made to inform the public via  
cim.edu. Current concert information is always 
available online at cim.edu or social media, or by 
calling the Box Office. 

Event Parking: Limited, free parking is available 
in CIM’s Hazel Drive lot. For more options, please 
visit cim.edu or call 216.791.5000. 

Handicapped Parking: Handicapped parking 
is available on a first-come, first-serve basis. CIM’s 
East Boulevard and Hazel Drive entrances are both 
wheelchair accessible. 

The CIM Music Store: The store offers a full 
range of materials for instrument and voice, as well 
as CIM shirts and other logo items. The store also 
features recordings by faculty, alumni and students. 
Gift certificates are available. Store hours are 12–
5pm weekdays year-round; 9am–3pm on Saturdays 
during the school year. Call 216.795.3212.

Your Gift. Magnified. Gift’s to CIM’s Annual 
Fund provide scholarships for talented young 
musicians, support an exceptional faculty and make 
possible community outreach programs and free 
concerts. To find out how to make a gift to CIM, 
call 216.791.5000, ext. 360 or visit cim.edu/support.

OFFICERS OF THE INSTITUTE (as of March 1, 2014)

OFFIcERS OF  
ThE INSTITuTE 

President and 
Chief Executive Officer
Joel Smirnoff

Vice President, Chief 
Operating Officer and 
Assistant Treasurer
Eric W. Bower

Vice President, 
Institutional Advancement
Karin Stone

Dean of Conservatory
Dr. Adrian Daly

Dean of Preparatory and 
Continuing Education
Sandra Shapiro

Assistant Secretary
Tiffany L. Preston

bOaRD OF 
TRuSTEES

Chairman 
A. Malachi Mixon, III

Vice Chairmen
Brent M. Buckley
Charles S. Marston
Joseph H. Thomas

Treasurer
Donna M. Sciarappa

Secretary
Barbara Bolton Gratry

TRuSTEES

Gay Cull Addicott
A. Chace Anderson

Carl E. Baldassarre
Cynthia Bassett
Charles A. Bittenbender
Judith D. Bourne
Peter J. Brodhead
Ann Buescher
Thomas W. Coffey
Janet Curry 
Jeffrey M. Davis
Mathew F. deConingh
Rosemary Deioma
Terrance K. Donley
C. Thomas Harvie
Eleanor M. Hayes
John A. Hellman
Richard J. Hipple
Carl M. Jenks
Jeffrey B. Linton
James M. Malz
Alexander McAfee
A. Grace Lee Mims
Marilyn Sanders Mobley, 
PhD
Marjorie M. Moyar, PhD
Richard W. Pogue
Shawn M. Riley
Barbara S. Robinson
Susan A. Rothmann, PhD
Elliott L. Schlang
Holly Selvaggi
David L. Simon 
Marvin Solganik
Harold O. Stewart
Christopher J. Swift
Paul J. Sykes
Joy Weinberger
Sonali Wilson
Rose Wong
Charles T. Young

hONORaRY 
TRuSTEES

Stanley I. Adelstein
Edward R. Brown
Ann C. Calkins
John D. Gilliam
Jeffrey P. Gotschall
Douglas J. McGregor
Robert F. Miller
Stanley M. Proctor
Mrs. Alfred M. Rankin
Sarah N. Sato
John F. Shelley
Lyman H. Treadway

EX-OFFIcIO

President and Chief 
Executive Officer of CIM
Joel Smirnoff

Vice President, Chief  
Operating Officer and 
Assistant Treasurer of CIM
Eric W. Bower

President of Alumni 
Association
Liz Huff

President of Women’s 
Committee
Linda Harper

INTERNaTIONaL 
cOuNcIL

Christoph von Dohnányi
André Previn
Michael Tilson Thomas
André Watts
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